Audit of Land Transfer Fees

National Audit Office of China
• We will comprehensively audit the revenue from the sale of land-use rights and its use and also audit farmland protection
Outcome, Objectives, Priorities

• Outcome
  – promote the use of land in a law-abiding, orderly and effective way, keep the total amount of cultivated land above the red line of 120 million hectares, and help achieve the steady and sound development of economy.
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Outcome, Objectives, Priorities

- Objectives
  - Identify facts
  - Disclose irregularities
  - Promote development
Outcome, Objectives, Priorities

- Priorities
  - Basic information
  - Existing major irregularities
  - Trails of the violation of laws and disciplines
  - Causal analysis
Measures & Results

• Strengthening land assignment revenue and expenditures management has provided financial support to the economic and social development.

• Strengthening land management has provided solid support to economic growth stabilization and economic structure adjustment.

• Strengthening cultivated land protection has provided assurance for national food security.

• Policies for the people are fulfilled earnestly to improve people’s livelihood.
Information Technology

- GIS (geo-information system)
- ArcGIS Software
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- MIS (Management Information System)
Information Technology

• Big Data
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Thank you!

Questions?